




“I believe [AI] will be the driver of economic 
growth, dislocation and investment for at 
least a decade.” 

Intel CEO Pat Gelsinger 



“Do you want to be a goldfish? … Saying 
don’t use AI, is like saying, don’t drive a car or 
use electricity.” 

SoftBank CEO Masayoshi Son



“75% of organizations do not have an AI 
strategy.” 

FPOV 2023 Humalogy   Trends Report



“AI will be used for every single process.” 

JPMorgan Chase CEO Jamie Dimon 



“The future of local government organizations 
– digitally enabled, data-driven, agile and 
customer centric – is unmistakably upon us.” 

KPMG



“AI will greatly disrupt our lives within a year.”

Bridgewater Founder Ray Dalio



“Over the long term, Goldman sees AI-related 
investments peaking as high as 4% of US 
GDP.” 

Goldman Sachs



“AI is bigger than the PC, bigger than 
mobile.” 

Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella 



“64% of organizations believe the biggest AI 
risk is that others will use it better and faster 
than they do.”  
FPOV 2023 Humalogy   Trends Report



“Estonia now boasts a stunning 99% of its 
public services are accessible online 24/7, 
even with the global pandemic.” 

Forbes



“47% of the workers aren’t prepared for the 
future of work.” 

edX Survey



“AI will greatly disrupt our lives within a year.”

Bridgewater Founder Ray Dalio



“Agile organizations will take advantage of AI 
and boost their position. Those less so will 
perish.” 

Nvidia CEO Jensen Huang



“By 2026, over 75% of governments will 
gauge digital transformation success by 
measuring the enduring mission impact.” 

Gartner



“15% of organizations have incorporated an 
AI Acceptable Use Policy.” 

FPOV 2023 Humalogy   Trends Report



“The coming workforce changes will play out 
unevenly.” 

Open AI CEO Sam Altman



“Take advantage of it or be left behind.” 

SoftBank CEO Masayoshi Son



“C-suite executives said 49% of the skills that 
exist in their current workforce won’t be 
relevant by 2025.” 
edX Survey 
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“There are going to be investment cycles, 
new companies born, companies that 
embrace AI and ride its growth.” 

Intel CEO Pat Gelsinger 



“47% of the workers aren’t prepared for the 
future of work.” 

edX Survey
An increasing number of government institutions are already putting in place at least one digital metric linked directly to outcomes associated with their organization’s public purpose or mission. By 2026, Gartner foresees over 75% of governments will gauge digital transformation success by measuring the enduring mission impact.
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